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1. High-level languages were developed to make ____________ easier

     	      Works

     	--->> Programming

     	      Languages

     	      Words

2. _____________software allows you to use computers to create, edit, sore and print 
documents

     	--->> Word processing

     	      Database

     	      Application

     	      spreadsheet

3. A database is a collection of data stored in a standardized __________, designed to 
be shared by multiple users.

     	      Folder

     	      Files

     	      Computer

     	--->> Format

4. In modern days, the data processing department may be referred to as Information 
____________ Department.

     	      System

     	      Organisation

     	      Communication

     	--->> Technology

5. _____________ is the link by which data, graphic images, voice or video are 
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transmitted between sending and receiving devices in a network

     	      Feedback

     	      Tradelink

     	      Grapvine

     	--->> Communication channel

6. As an organization grows, computer systems and application become more 
________________

     	--->> Complex

     	      Easy

     	      Dynamic

     	      Affordable

7. ____________printer produce images by pushing electrically heated pins against 
special heat-sensitive paper

     	      Dot-Matrix

     	      Line

     	--->> Thermal

     	      Laser

8. The __________is used for short-term storage of data or program instructions.

     	      ROM

     	--->> RAM

     	      CPU

     	      COBOL

9. High-level programming languages such as early versions  _____________ were 
used on the third generation computer systems

     	      UNIVAC

     	      ENIAC
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     	--->> FORTRAN

     	      TAC

10. The technique of file organization that uses both the sequential and direct access 
methodsis called_______________

     	      Random file organisation

     	--->> Indexed Sequential organisation

     	      serial file organisation

     	      Sequential file organisation
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